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FORTE 5553E2

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

To tighten the nuts with a decorative plating, mounting tap the keys should be used with soft sponges or pads. To save a high-gloss chrome-plated 
surface, periodically wipe the surface with a sponge products with detergents and cleaning materials only on the basis of soap. Prohibits the use of 
cleaners containing acid, lye, acetone, ammonium chloride and abrasive cleaning agents. Periodically remove the aerator and clean it from potash, 
automatically indoor unit in a solution of vinegar. Flush the water �lter from pollution. To avoid failure of the mixer, it is necessary to exclude the 
possibility of water freezing inside the mixer. Attention! Using means which are not recommended for the puri�cation of products, can cause 
damage to the surfaces of the mixer. In this case, the manufacturer is not responsible for damaged surfaces. 
The warranty is not applied when: 
1. The users fail to follow the intallation instruction; 
2. The users use the product not for its functional purpose; 
3. The users use spare parts of another manufacturer; 
4. If the faucet was installed by unquali�ed person; 
5. If the faucet was wrongly used; 
6. If the defect appeared because of wrongly installed faucet; 
7. If the surface of the faucet and its spare parts were mechanically defected or scratched; 
8. If any of mechanical impurities and limescale has a�ected the inner of the faucet; 
9. If the faucet was delivered back to the seller not of the full con�guration or without original packaging;
10. Damage or defect caused by use, operation or treatment of the product is inconsistent with normal personal or domestic use, and is not result 
of production faults;
11. Damage due to improper installation of products (including installation with other parts - inlet hoses or mounting kits - than provided in the 
original packaging); it is recommended that the installation should be performed by professional with the necessary knowledge and skills;
12. Decorative coating damage is resulting from improper use of cleaning agents and maintenance as well as physical defects caused by 
end-customer;
13. Mechanical damage during end-customer transportation or storage;
14. Damage resulting from over-normative water hardness. 
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